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ABSTRACT
Question answering (QA) chatbots, which answer user questions
interactively, are useful for people to get the information they need.
When an organization such as a local government, a university, or a
company introduces a QA chatbot that can answer inquiries about
the organization itself or its services/products, it faces the problem
of huge costs of creating and updating question-asnwer pairs and
designing dialogue rules.

One may expect that recently-developed machine learning ap-
proaches, such as the end-to-end neural dialogue system and the
machine reading comprehension system, will alleviate the situation.
However, at this point, there are still problems in applying these
methods to actual services.

In this paper, we propose a framework to construct a QA chat-
bot directly from organizations’ official websites. Many organi-
zations have official websites with well-maintained information
about their services or products. We automatically convert HTML
documents on the website to tree-structured data, which we call
dialogue flowcharts. Our QA chatbot answers questions based on
this dialogue flowcharts. By making dialogue state transition based
on the tree structure, the chatbot realizes multi-turn QA.

Since the proposed method operates on only the existing official
website as the information source, we can minimize the costs of the
introduction and maintenance of QA chatbots. Also, our dialogue
flowcharts are in interpretable format, which enables humans to
check the information source and detect the cause of errors. Further-
more, we adopt the retrieval method in order to guarantee the cor-
rectness of the contents of system outputs. Here we use the efficient
retrieval model adopting BERT to capture user intention correctly.
In the training stage, we used content-based weak-supervision
learning that requires no additionally-constructed training data.
The proposed framework realizes a transparent QA chatbot consists
of interpretable dialogue flowcharts and a simple retrieval-based
architecture, which can be used for actual services that require
responsibility for their behaviors.
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Our experiments show that (1) our method can construct the
dialogue flowcharts of good quality from websites in different lan-
guages and domains and (2) the constructed chatbot based on the
resultant flowcharts replies with the appropriate information.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Questions about the products and services of companies or local
governments arise on a daily basis. Sometimes the answer is written
in a manual or on a web page, but it often takes time to find the
right page with a web search and find the information we need.
If customer support is active, one solution is to ask them for help
via phone or web-chat. However, such cases are limited because
running customer center is generally costly.

It is ideal if there is a question answering (QA) chatbot that can
automatically respond to such queries. However, at present, build-
ing a QA chatbot that handles such specialized contents requires
enormous information management costs, including the creation
of knowledge sources and scenarios [10, 12]. For this reason, intro-
ducing QA chatbots to actual services is not easy.

Under the remarkable progress of the machine learning stud-
ies such as end-to-end neural dialogue system and the machine
reading comprehension system, one may expect that those modern
techniques will alleviate the situation. Building a QA system is,
in fact, one of the active research areas: some studies deal with
open-domain question answering systems [1, 2, 15], and others aim
at multi-turn QA [3, 24]. These studies show that powerful neural
methods improve their system performance.

However, there are still some problems in putting those meth-
ods to practical use. First, one needs to construct a large dataset.
Neural methods require a considerable amount of data for suc-
cessful training. Since QA chatbots considered here is a kind of
low-resource setting, i.e., targeting specific contents, one has to con-
struct a dataset according to their target domain. Even if the target
content is relatively generic, utilizing existing large Web corpus or
Wikipedia data cannot entirely solve this problem because it may
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Figure 1: Overview of the framework.

increase the risk of inappropriate utterances (e.g., discriminatory
remarks and incorrect information).

Also, neural methods are currently black box-like and not trans-
parent enough. For example, it is still difficult to find a cause of
errors and take control of their behaviors. This opacity is often
problematic for actual services, which require responsibility for the
output information and the behavior of the system [14].

Furthermore, at present, a neural dialogue system that can pro-
vide the required information by gradually narrowing down a user’s
questions in multiple turns, like as in a built-in human-made sce-
nario, has not been realized yet.

In this paper, we propose a simple but practical framework to
construct a transparent QA chatbot that answers users’ questions
based on the information on the organization’s official website.
In the era of the Internet, organizations generally maintain infor-
mation about themselves or their products/services in the form
of official websites. By making use of the existing content on the
official website, we solve the problem of information management
costs with regards to introducing QA chatbot.

Figure 1 shows an overview. We automatically convert HTML
documents of an official website to tree-structured data, which
we call dialogue flowcharts. Some previous studies show that the
structure of documents is a natural source of the information struc-
ture [11, 13]. Our QA chatbot answers the users’ questions based on
these dialogue flowcharts. Each node of the dialogue flowcharts cor-
responds to a dialogue system utterance, and, by making dialogue
state transition based on the tree structure of dialogue flowcharts,
the chatbot realizes multi-turn conversation.

Since the proposed method operates by using only the website as
the information source, we can minimize the costs of the introduc-
tion and maintenance of chatbots. We show that we can construct
the dialogue flowcharts of good quality from organizations’ official
websites of different languages and domains. Also, our dialogue
flowcharts are in an interpretable format, which enables humans
to review the information and easily detect the cause of an error
appearing in the system answers.

Furthermore, our chatbot is retrieval-based, not generative-based.
The retrieval-based approach enhances the safety of the QA chatbot
use because it guarantees the correctness of the output content even
though it may output the irrelevant information.

Here we use the retrieval model based on BERT [6], which is one
of the most effective approaches according to the previous stud-
ies [4, 20]. In fine-tuning, we used content-based weak-supervision
learning [20, 26], which is reported to show high performance
without training data. Our experiment shows that the constructed
chatbot replies with the appropriate information, even though we
do not have any additional training data of the target domain.

The proposed framework realizes a transparent QA chatbot con-
sists of interpretable dialogue flowchart and simple retrieval-based
architecture, which can be used for actual services that require
responsibility for their behaviors.

Our contributions can be summarized as follows:
• We propose a way to construct a transparent and smart QA
chatbot only from the organization’s official websites.

• Our study bridges academic research into real-world solu-
tions by showing a reasonable way to integrate the modern
neural methods into QA chatbot services.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. First, in Section 2,
we present a way to convert Web documents to dialogue flowcharts.
Then, we explain the design of dialogue management based on the
dialogue flowcharts in Section 3. In Section 4, we show experimental
results and provide an in-depth analysis. Our experiments show
that (1) our method can construct the dialogue flowcharts of good
quality from websites in different languages and domains and (2)
the constructed chatbot based on the resultant flowcharts replies
with the appropriate information. After reviewing related works in
Section 5, we give conclusions in Section 6.

2 CONSTRUCTING DIALOGUE FLOWCHART
This paper considers a QA chatbot for an organization such as a
local government, a university, or a company, which can talk about
the organization itself or its service based on the official website.

Here we have two assumptions on the characteristics of such
official website. First, as organizations provide official websites for
the users/customers to get the information they want, the infor-
mation found there is generally detailed enough, up-to-dated, and
reliable. Second, to organize the considerable amount of compli-
cated information, pages on official websites typically have relevant
document structure and section/subsection titles.

The point of our work is to exploit such document structures to
convert the web pages to trees and use them as dialogue scenarios
for a dialogue system. We call this tree-structured data dialogue
flowcharts. Each node of dialogue flowcharts corresponds to a sys-
tem utterance. We use the tree structure for dialogue management
to realize the multi-turn question answering (see, Section 3.1).

2.1 Page Filtering
Some pages in the website contain meaningful information, but
others do not. On some pages, for example, there is only a list of
page links. The role of such pages is only to gather information.
Besides, there are many pages of past information, such as congres-
sional series and city newsletters. The importance of those pages is
relatively low for the chatbot users.

Therefore, we filter out pages of the following:
• pages where the length of link text exceeds the length of
content text

• pages whose title or URL contains a particular date
• pages that do not contain any heading tags

2.2 Conversion to Trees
Next, HTML pages are converted to the tree-structured data based
on their document structure. It is a general view that documents
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Figure 2: Conversion from an HTML code to a dialogue flowchart.

have a structure of chapters, sections, paragraphs, and sentences [11].
Here we consider a typical style of official websites, where the page
contents have relevant document structure that helps to organize
the information.

Contents of those HTML pages are generally structured by sec-
tions/subsections, each of which has a heading and accompanying
description. The heading starts with a larger one, and a smaller
heading is placed below it to indicate more detailed content. This
heading hierarchy is directly converted into a tree structure, where
every node consists of the heading texts and the description below
the heading. Figure 2 shows this idea.

We refer to heading tags in the HTML source code to get the
hierarchical structure. The heading tag h1 is the biggest one and
represents the main content of the document. Thus, the title and
accompanying descriptions are associated with the root node. The
texts tagged by h2, h3, and so on, are smaller headings and represent
the contents of the sections/subsections. Thus, they correspond to
descendant nodes. Texts located directly under a heading tag belong
to the same node as the heading tag. In this way, each node in the
resultant dialogue flowcharts is formed of the title part and the
description part.

Note that we do not directly use the original heading text (re-
ferred to as short title) for the title part. Due to the nature of the
section/subsection title in the document, the short title of a root
node represents the relevant topic relatively well. However, the
short title of a leaf node is too specified to identify the content by
itself: for instance, in Figure 2, the short title “About the Committee”
is hardly understandable unless one knows a committee of what.
Thus, for the title part, we use the strings obtained by conjoining
all short titles of the ancestors as well as the page title.

By this conversion, we obtain dialogue flowcharts that preserve
the original super-sub relations among contents.

2.3 Shaping Titles and Content Texts
Since each node of dialogue flowcharts corresponds to one system
utterance, the node texts should be in an appropriate length, and the

contents should be meaningful by itself. Thus, after the conversion
of HTML to trees, we modify titles and content texts into a suitable
form for the utterance of a QA chatbot.

Titles. The title part of a section/subsection node tends to be re-
dundant if we simply conjoin all the short titles of the ancestors.
For example, we obtain the following text, where short titles are
conjoined with the symbol “>”.

Computer Science Diversity Initiatives | Harvard John
A. Paulson School of Engineering and Applied Sci-
ences > Computer Science Diversity Initiatives > Un-
dergraduate Diversity Committee

Thus, we discard some short titles if the content words highly
overlap. Let 𝑁𝑛 is our target node, whose path from the root node
is represented by 𝑁0, 𝑁1, ..., 𝑁𝑛 . Let𝑇𝑛 is the short title corresponds
to 𝑁𝑛 and𝑊𝑛 is a set of content words in𝑇𝑛 . To obtain the label for
𝑁𝑛 , we successively compare𝑊𝑖 and𝑊𝑖+1 for all 𝑖 = 0, 1, ..., 𝑛 − 1
(i.e., for all adjacent nodes on the path start from the root) and
exclude 𝑇𝑖 if the following formula holds with an overlap rate 𝑟 .

|𝑊𝑖
⋃
𝑊𝑖+1 | /𝑚𝑖𝑛( |𝑊𝑖 |, |𝑊𝑖+1 |) ≥ 𝑟

By this operation, we finally obtain the following simplified title.
Computer Science Diversity Initiatives > Undergrad-
uate Diversity Committee

Content texts. Some pages might contain too small subsections.
As each node of our dialogue flowchart corresponds to a system
utterance, we merge multiple nodes in the following cases to avoid
too short and narrow-scope responses.

• a node has only one child
• the total text length of a node (title and sentences) and its
children is less than a length lower limit 𝑙

If a node still has children after the merging operation, we insert
the string “Choose one of the following” at the end of the original
content texts together with the list of children’s short titles. For a
leaf node, we attach the URL of the original page.
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Figure 3: Interface of our dialogue flowchart viewer.

2.4 Visualization Interface
Chatbot designers and engineers may want to review the obtained
flowcharts, especially when they find errors in a system utterance.
The structure of our dialogue flowcharts is intuitive and straightfor-
ward enough for a human to interpret. One can check the content
texts as well as the connections among the nodes through our flow-
chart viewer. Figure 3 shows the screenshot of the interface. This
human-readable format makes it easy to keep the system more
responsible and transparent in terms of the content of its utterance.

It is also possible to modify dialogue flowcharts using this inter-
face if necessary, although the fundamental solution is to update the
official website. One can add/remove nodes and correct titles/texts
by simple operations on the screen.

3 PROPOSED DIALOGUE SYSTEM
In this section, we describe how our system operates based on the
dialogue flowchart constructed in Section 2. Our system performs
dialogue transition using simple rules based on a dialogue flowchart.
Since the flowchart is highly interpretable, and the rules are simple,
it is easy to control the system and investigate the cause of the error,
which makes the overall system to be transparent. We describe the
rules of the dialogue transition in detail in Section 3.1.

Also, we adopt an information retrieval system to find an appro-
priate node for the system utterance. The traditional symbol match-
ing model such as BM25 is difficult to properly respond to a variety
of user questions. Therefore, we adopt the weak supervision-based
neural ranking model to perform the robust retrieval, by exploiting
the constructed flowchart as training data (Section 3.2).

3.1 Dialogue Management
Our proposed chatbot manages dialogue states in accordance with
the dialogue flowchart. This enables multi-turn dialogue as shown
in the Figure 4.

The system has a state 𝑆𝑡 at each time, makes an utterance 𝑅𝑡 ,
and update the state to 𝑆𝑡+1. Each state 𝑆𝑡 is either initial state 𝜙
or a certain node 𝑁𝑖 in the dialogue flowcharts. When the system
receives user’s query 𝑞 in the initial state, the system finds the

Algorithm 1 Dialogue Algorithms

Initialize:
AdjacentNodes : empty list
RetrievalNodes : empty list
AllNodes : All nodes in the dialogue flowcharts
CurrentNode : null
while true do

Query ⇐ get user’s query
NextNode ⇐ null
if AdjacentNodes is not empty then

NextNode ⇐ Search(Query, AdjacentNodes)
end if
if NextNode is null and RetrievalNodes is not empty then

NextNode ⇐ Search(Query, AdjacentNodes)
end if
if NextNode then

AdjacentNodes ⇐ AdjacentNodes
⋃

NextNode.Children
CurrentNode ⇐ NextNode
Output(CurrentNode.Info)
CONTINUE

end if
RetrievalNodes ⇐ Search(Query, AllNodes)
AdjacentNodes ⇐ empty list
Output(RetrievalNodes)

end while

most suitable node 𝑁top from all nodes of all dialogue flowcharts
as follows:

𝑁top = arg max
𝑁𝑘 ∈AllNodes

(𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 (𝑞, 𝑁𝑘 ))

𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 (𝑞, 𝑁𝑘 ) represents the relevance score between the user’s
query 𝑞 and a node 𝑁𝑘 , which is computed by the retrieval system
(see Section 3.2). If multiple nodes are ranked with almost the same
score, the system presents them as candidates, and ask the user to
select one. If𝑁top is determined, the system outputs the information
of 𝑁top and updates it’s state to 𝑁top . If an appropriate node is not
found, request another utterance such as "Please try another word".

When the system status is a node 𝑁𝑘 , the system searches for the
next appropriate node 𝑁next from the adjacent nodes of 𝑁𝑘 , which
is mainly composed of children and siblings of 𝑁𝑘 . Thereafter, the
dialogue makes outputs the information of 𝑁next , and the system
state is updated to 𝑁next . When an appropriate node is not found
in the adjacent nodes, the system search an appropriate node again
from all nodes as in the initial state. See Algorithm 1 for the details
of our dialogue management procedure.

3.2 Retrieval Model
In order to find an appropriate node among thousands of nodes of
the dialogue flowcharts, it is necessary to understand the intention
of the user’s query. We use the neural ranking model, which has
recently been reported with high accuracy in search tasks.

Generally the neural ranking model is trained to minimize pair-
wise loss between training triples consisting of a query 𝑞, relevant
document 𝑑+, and non-relevant document 𝑑-. The construction of
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Figure 4: Dialogue flowchart and possible dialogue.

such a data set is highly costly and not suitable for our low-resource
and specific-domain purposes.

There are the neural ranking models with weak-supervision.
One approach is the ranker-based method [5, 35], that makes use
of the query log and simple ranker model (e.g., BM25 [25]) results
as a source of training data. The other approach is the content-
based model [20, 26], where they collect (Title, Contents) or (Ques-
tion, Answer) pairs and regarded them as (pseudo-query, relevant-
document) pairs, which can be used for training data. It has been
pointed out that the accuracy of the content-based method exceeds
the accuracy of the ranker-based method if good quality pairs can
be collected [19]. Since our collected (Title, Text) pairs of each
node are considered to satisfy this property sufficiently, we adopted
the content-based method. In addition, we adopt BERT [6], which
shows a high score in the retrieval tasks [4, 19].

For each positive example (title, text), we randomly select text
and produce negative training data (title, text). On this data, we
train BERT to solve the two-class classification problem:
Relevance(title, text) is 1 and Relevance(title, text) is 0, where Rel-
evance(title, text) stands for the relevance between title and text.
At the search stage, we compute Relevance(q, text) for the user’s
query q and text in every nodes. Nodes in a higher rank are used as
search results. Following the previous research [26], here we adopt
the hybrid model, where the weighted sum with the BM25-based
model’s score is used as the final score.

4 EXPERIMENTS AND EVALUATION
In this section, in order to confirm our proposed QA chatbot is prac-
tical, we conduct two experiments and provide an in-depth analysis
with real examples. One experiment is the quality evaluation of our

Table 1: The statistics of each website.

Name Austin Harvard Tamba Kyoto Univ.
Language English Japanese
Domain City Univ. City Univ.
#original pages 19,059 7,405 5,981 6,539
#flowcharts 3,682 518 2,054 721
#nodes 8,075 1,662 3,680 2,047
#trees (ℎ𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 ≥ 1) 1,000 183 298 173
#trees (ℎ𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 ≥ 2) 111 34 48 57
avg title length 11.7 7.2 15.6 35.6
avg text length 489.1 128.1 136.8 333.0

constructed dialogue flowcharts (Section 4.1), and the other is the
experiment about the accuracy of system responses (Section 4.2).

4.1 Dialogue Flowchart Evaluation
To confirm that our system can construct the dialogue flowcharts
of good quality from various official websites, we conducted ex-
periments in multi-languages (English and Japanese), and multi-
domains (local governments and the universities).

The Table 1 shows four official websites used for our evaluation.
For English, we used the websites of city of Austin, which is the
capital city of the U.S. state of Texas1, and Harvard John A. Paulson
School of Engineering and Applied Sciences, which is the university
in Cambridge, Massachusetts2. For Japanese, we used the websites
of Tamba city, a city in Japan3, and Kyoto University, which is a
university in Kyoto, Japan4.

Settings. For each website, we specified an id of the div tag rep-
resenting the main content and analyzed only the inside of it. We
crawled pages of depth ten or less. The page using GET parameter
was excluded from the analysis. We used corenlp [21] for English
part of speech tagging and juman++ [31] for Japanese. For the title
and text shaping, we set the overlap rate to 0.8 and the length lower
limit to 700.
Results. See Table 1 for the statistics of each website. "#original
pages" shows the number of pages before filtering described in Sec-
tion 2.1. "#flowcharts” shows the number of the resultant flowcharts,
which coincides with the number of the pages after filtering.

We also tested whether each node is in appropriate size, not
too long and not too short as a system utterance. For comparison,
we introduced two naive baselines, that is, the Base method and
Simple method. The Base method simply considers each page as a
single node, and the Simple method considers every heading tag
and following paragraphs as a node, without the shaping process
described in Section 2.3. Figure 5 shows the statistics of the word
length in each node. We can see that, compared to the naïve meth-
ods, more nodes are in medium size, which is more suitable for the
response of a QA chatbot.

Table 2 and Table 3 show randomly-selected sample nodes col-
lected from Harvard and Tamba city websites. For each sample, the
1http://www.austintexas.gov
2https://www.seas.harvard.edu
3https://www.city.tamba.lg.jp
4http://www.kyoto-u.ac.jp/ja
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Figure 5: Average node size each model construct from
Austin city (Up Left), Harvard (Up Right), Tamba city (Down
Left), and Kyoto University website (Down Right). Short
stands for less than 50 words, Medium for 50 ∼ 500 words,
and Long for more than 500 words.

title represents the text content well, and the title-text pairs mean-
ingful by itself. This suggests that our method is applicable enough
to construct dialogue flowcharts of good quality from websites.

To evaluate the quality of nodes in our dialogue flowcharts, we
sampled 100 nodes at random from the flowcharts constructed from
each official website and manually assigned one of the following
four categories:

Good The node is informative, namely, the title represents the
text content well and the title-text pair is meaningful by
itself.

Inappropriate Title The title is redundant or insufficient to
represent the outline of the content.

Valueless Information The node does not contain the valu-
able information for users (e.g., out-dated information)

Error The title-text pair is not understandable.
Table 4 shows the results. We can see most nodes are in good

quality and the procedure of dialogue flowchart construction (fil-
tering, conversion, and reshaping) generally works well. Table 5
shows the examples whose label is other than "Good"5. In the first
example, the title is insufficient because "Committee Info" in the
title lacks the information about which committee is in question.
In the second example, the information is less valuable for the user,
because this is a notification about a meeting in the past, 2019. Al-
though the information is out-dated, it is not successfully removed
in the filtering stage. In the third example, the title and text make
no sense.

4.2 Evaluation of System Responses
In this section, we evaluate whether our system can respond to
user’s queries appropriately using the dialogue flowcharts con-
structed from the official website. Here, we focus on the Tamba-city
website introduced in Section 4.1.
5In the following, examples taken from Japanese websites are translated into English
by the authors

In order to test the effectiveness of our retrieval system described
in Section 3.2, we perform an evaluation experiment using a tradi-
tional search model as a baseline, where we use the evaluation set
that includes pairs of a query and the correct answer (a node).

Also, as we discussed in Section 1, the cost of constructing in-
formation sources is a significant obstacle in introducing a QA
chatbot into real services. To demonstrate that our proposed dia-
logue flowcharts are useful enough for the information source of
real services, we compared our proposed system that operates on
automatically-constructed dialogue flowcharts with a system that
operates on manually-constructed QA pairs. Here, we take the local
government QA chatbot introduced by Tamba city. The Tamba QA
chatbot operates on QA pairs constructed manually, like as many
other QA chatbots. The number of question-answer pairs it uses is
787.

Note that most of the manually constructed QA pairs and the in-
formation obtained from “faq” domain of the Tamba official website
are overlapping. We excluded flowcharts obtained from the “faq”
domain and use the manually-constructed QA pairs as flowcharts.
As a result, the number of dialogue flowchart nodes our system
used are 3,912 in total.

EvaluationData byCrowdsourcing.Wefirst collect 1000 queries
to the Tamba local government via crowdsourcing. Examples are
shown in Figure 6. For each query, both BM25-based and BERT-
based models outputted at most five relevant nodes. Each node was
manually assigned one of the following four categories:

A Contain correct information.
B Contain relevant information.
C The topic is same as a query, but do not contain relevant

information.
D Contain only irrelevant information.
In general, information retrieval evaluation based on the pooling

method has inherently a biased problem. To alleviate this problem,
when there are no relevant nodes among the outputs by each model,
we searched pages in Tamba city with correct information by using
different appropriate keywords. If there are no relevant pages found,
this query was excluded from our evaluation set. The resultant
queries were 795. For 67 queries among the excluded 205 queries, we
found its answer on other websites such as Wikipedia or personal
websites. The other 138 queries are hardly understandable even for
humans or are not related to the domain.

Evaluation Data using Real Service Queries. We also evaluate
our retrieval method on real inquiries that Tamba QA chatbot ser-
vice received. Figure 7 shows some examples. Compared to queries
collected via crowdsourcing, real queries are informal and contain
more real-time topics.

We sampled 1,075 inquiries that the Tamba QA chatbot received
from the citizens and examined whether the Tamba QA chatbot
could reply with the appropriate information. For the inappropriate
cases, we further categorized them by the cause of the errors. In
the end, we obtained 73 queries that the Tamba QA chatbot could
not answer correctly due to the lack of relevant QA pairs.

We took these 73 queries and used them as the input of our
retrieval component. We manually evaluated the results in order
to see the effect of data we constructed from web pages. We used
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Table 2: Randomly sampled nodes from Harvard website. (The URL at the end of the text part is ommitted.)

Title Text
Data Science FAQs > When and
how can I apply? Does the program
have rolling admissions?

Higher Degrees (BIO) The SM in Data Science uses the online application for the Harvard Graduate
School of Arts and Sciences. You will find it here: https://gsas.harvard.edu/admissions/apply. We
do not have rolling admissions. There is a single application deadline each year - December 15th.

Graduate Program in Computer Sci-
ence

Choose one of the following:
1. Degrees Offered
2. Engineering Sciences (A.B.) - Mechanical and Materi als Science and Engineering Track
3. Mechanical Engineering (S.B.)

Ferran Adrià visits Harvard > Spon-
sors

Sponsored by the Materials Research Science and Engineering Center at Harvard University.
-Hosted by the Harvard Department of Physics and the Harvard School of Engineering and Applied
Sciences.

Video Posting > Converting videos
from one format to another

If you need to convert your video from one format to another, e.g. from flash to .mp4, one useful
and easy tool is HandBrake.Handbrake is available at: http://handbrake.fr/

Table 3: Randomly sampled nodes from Tamba city website. (The URL at the end of the text part is ommitted.)

Title Text
Disposal of motorcycles and motor-
bikes

Motorcycles and motorbikes are recycled using a “two-wheeled vehicle recycling system” by
voluntary efforts by domestic manufacturers and importers. Please use the motorcycle recycling
system by yourself or ask the dealer to dispose of your item. A scrapped car confirmation document
is required at the time of disposal. Please dispose of it at the transportation branch office or city
counter, depending on the type of the vehicle. For more detail, please contact the Car Recycling
Call Center (Phone: 050-3000-0727).

Recruitment of students from
Kashiwabara Kinone University >

Kashiwabara Kinone University
circle committee

The Kashiwabara Kinone University circle committee, which carries out hobby club activities
for the elderly, holds various classes for people over the age of 65. If you would like to attend,
please contact the Tamba City Hall Kashiwabara Branch or Kashiwabara Resident Center. The
membership fee varies depending on the class.

Vaccination > DPT-IPV About DPT-IPV vaccine. Choose one of the following:
(1) Target diseases
(2) Target person
(3) Standard inoculation period and number of inoculations
(4) Important notice
(5) Things to bring to a medical institution on the day of vaccination
(6) City contract medical institution

Table 4: The node quality evaluation.

Name Austin Harvard Tamba Kyoto Univ.
Good 89 95 92 97
Inappropriate Title 4 4 5 1
Valueless Information 4 0 3 0
Error 3 1 0 2

the same label as the evaluation data by crowdsourcing. See Table
6 for the statistics of the final resultant evaluation set.

Settings. SR@k (Success Rate)6 and nDCG (normalized Discounted
Cumulative Gain) were used as our evaluation measures. The eval-
uation level of categories A, B, and C were regarded as merely

6Success Rate is the fraction of questions for which at least one related question is
ranked among the top 𝑘 .

• I’d like you to issue a copy of family register, but how much
does it cost?

• I’d like you to publish amaternal and child health handbook,
but what is required for the procedure?

• I’m thinking of purchasing a new housing, so I want to
know about the reduction measure.

• From which station does the pick-up bus of the Center Pool
come out?

Figure 6: Examples of queries collected via crowdsourcing.

correct for SR@k. For nDCG, A, B, and C were regarded as 3, 2, and
1, respectively.

We adopted TSUBAKI [29] as BM25-based retrieval system. TSUB-
AKI accounts for a dependency structure of a sentence, not just its
words, to provide accurate retrieval. In order for flexible matching,

https://gsas.harvard.edu/admissions/apply
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Table 5: Error analysis of nodes. (The URL at the end of the text part is ommitted.)

Title Text Label Website
Committee Info > Members We also have a safety-committee email list serve. Safety

officers are automatically added; if you are not a lab
safety officer and would like to be added, please email
Lin.

Inappropriate Title Harvard

Eastlink Trail Project > Commu-
nity Engagement > Technical Ad-
visory Group Meetings

TAG Meeting #1
May 29, 2019, 9 to 11 a.m.
AISD Performing Arts Center...

Valueless Information Austin

Open lecture > documents There are currently no items in this folder. Error Kyoto Univ.

• The 5th Kashiwabara Hospital Festival
• School tomorrow
• Is there any weekend event?
• Please tell me if we need to apply again for infant care if
the insurance card changes

Figure 7: Examples of real inquiries in the Tamba city.

Table 6: Evaluation set statistics: Avg q length means the av-
erage length of queries, and #A means the number of pairs
of a query and a node with label A. The same applies to #B
and #C.

type #queries avg q length #A #B #C
Crowdsourcing 795 13.7 1491 1040 881
Real queries 73 4.7 56 49 56

it also uses synonyms that automatically extracted from dictio-
naries and Web corpus. The pre-training of BERT was performed
using Japanese Wikipedia, which consists of approximately 18M
sentences. The fine-tuning was performed using title-text pairs
in all nodes of constructed dialogue flowcharts. For both datasets,
TSUBAKI was applied only in node titles. We omit the TSUBAKI’s
results using the text part as we got the worse scores than the only
title setting.

Results. Table 7 shows an experimental result on the crowdsourced
queries. We can see that the system can output the related infor-
mation in top-5 candidates to more than 80% of the queries. The
hybrid method overwhelmed TSUBAKI (BM25-based model). The
weak-supervised BERT ranking model is effective even on our pro-
posed flowchart. T + B (Manual) shows the score when performing
a retrieval using only manually-created QA pairs as an information
source. We can see that the number of questions our system could
answer has increased significantly by using the information on the
website.

Table 8 shows the output examples of our retrieval model (trans-
lated from Japanese). ✓and × in the table mean correct and incor-
rect, respectively, where the evaluation categories A, B, and C are
regarded as correct. In the first example, the system could answer
correctly through symbol matching by TSUBAKI. In the second
example, the system answer is correct thanks to BERT, although
words of the query and the correct node do not highly overlap

Table 7: Retrieval scores. T+B means the hybrid model of
TSUBAKI and BERT.

Model SR@1 SR@5 NDCG
TSUBAKI 0.469 0.764 0.535
BERT 0.390 0.777 0.492
T + B ( Manual ) 0.491 0.613 0.372
T + B 0.586 0.805 0.635

with each other. In the third example, the system could not find
the correct node. There is the correct node titled “Take measures
against harmful birds and beasts,” but the system could not find this
because it does not know that a “stray dog” is a poisonous beast.

Table 9 shows the result on the real service queries. In the table,
“Correct” corresponds to the label A and “Related” corresponds
to the label B and C. The system founds the correct or related
information in the top-5 candidates to nearly 70% of queries. We
can see our automatically-constructed QA chatbot can answer the
real inquiries that the original Tamba QA chatbot could not answer.

Table 10 shows some examples of queries and the system outputs
(translated from Japanese). The system answers appropriately in the
first two examples. In both cases, the information that the system
provided matches the user’s intention. In the last example, the
system did not respond correctly because the official website did not
contain relevant information. In Tamba City, event information is
generally posted on the website of the tourist association, not on the
official website. In this case, we can expect significant improvements
by using information from multiple websites. Another thing to be
considered is to equipped with a function that does not output any
response when the confidence is low.

5 RELATED STUDY
Dialogue systems in early days performed conversation using pat-
tern matching based on prepared keywords set (e.g., ELIZA [34],
A.L.I.C.E [33]), which ismainly developed for passing Turing test [32]
or for fun.

In recent years, various chatbot services have been launched [9]
thanks to improvements in voice recognition and generation func-
tions and the development of data-driven methods [22]. Some chat-
bots are designed for individual tasks such as booking (e.g., restau-
rant reservations), selling (e.g., receiving orders), and entertainment
(e.g., chit-chat and games). The others are supposed to be used for
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Table 8: Examples of system outputs and their manual eval-
uations (crowdsourced-queries).

Query Output
Do you have enough
support for single
mothers?

✓ Here is an information about “The support
for the single parent”:
Please check the page about a support for
a single parent. URL : ...

I have just moved
here, so I would
like to participate if
there is an event to
know more about
this area. Where is
the information?

✓ Here is an information about “We are
looking for participants of early morning
trekking at Kuroi Castle Ruins on Tamba
City Sports Day”:
Residents, students and employees in
Tamba City can participate. When children
under elementary school age participate,
please join with parents. For more details,
visit http:// ...

Recently, stray dogs
have settled in the
park

× Here is an information about “I became
difficult to keep a dog. What should I do?”:
Responsible to the end, try to find a new
owner...
If it is unavoidable, ...

Table 9: The experimental results on the real service queries.
Showing what percentage of the queries our system can out-
put correct/related information.

Correct Related
TOP1 25.7% 34.3%
TOP5 36.9% 31.6%

Table 10: Examples of system outputs and theirmanual eval-
uations (real queries).

Query Output
Is there a lecture on
human rights?

✓ Here is an information about “Information
for the 1st Human Rights Seminar”:
As part of the “Citizens’ Movement to Pro-
mote Human Rights Culture”, we hold the
“Human Rights Seminar” to promote town
development where the human rights of
each and every citizen are respected.

Is there a women-
only consultation
service?

✓ Here is an information about “Health of
mother and child > The information of
child care generation support center”:
In Hikami Health Center, you can have a
healthy and safe childbirth and raise chil-
dren ...

Do you have week-
end events?

× Here is an information about “We raise Per-
son with a disability sports promotion com-
mittees in Tamba city! > Committee sched-
ule”:
It is held about three times a year. (A meet-
ing is held during the daytime on week-
days.) “Sports Gathering” held in October...

various purposes, called “smart speakers”. They are mainly devel-
oped by big technology companies (e.g., Alexa, Google assistant,
and XioIce [41]).

In the field of NLP/AI research, there are many attempts to realize
more powerful conversations using machine learning approaches.
For example, the generation based dialogue system is developing
fast, which is based on the SEQ2SEQ model using utterance re-
sponse pairs as training data [27, 28]. This method enables dialogue
systems to speak sentences that do not exist in the data and to
respond to various questions more flexibly [39].

The machine reading comprehension system, which reads a doc-
ument and gives appropriate answers to user questions, is also
actively studied [8, 23, 40]. Some studies aim to respond appro-
priately from large-scale documents [1, 2, 15], and others aim to
conduct question answering interactively about the content of pas-
sages such as children’s stories or news articles [3, 24].

However, it is pointed out that these systems are black box-like
and sometimes make irresponsible or problematic statements, and
there is a growing need for a transparent and honest system [12, 16].

There are a lot of studies on retrieval-based dialogue systems,
including single-turn models [7, 36, 38] and multi-turn models [17,
18, 30, 37]. Such systems do not output sentences that do not appear
in the search source. As this can reduce the black box-like behavior,
our research uses the retrieval-based method. In many existing
studies on retrieval-based dialogue systems, training and evalua-
tion are performed by using manually created data sets. However,
when we apply the retrieval-based method to new domains, the
knowledge source construction and manual annotation cost a lot.
The method proposed in this study does not require any additional
training data, even in low-resource languages and domains.

One of the biggest motivations of this study is also to establish a
framework to construct transparent QA chatbot with the minimum
cost.

6 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
In this paper, we proposed a framework to construct a transparent
QA chatbot directly from an organization’s official website. Since
the proposed method operates on only the existing official website
as the information source, we can minimize the costs of the intro-
duction and maintenance of QA chatbots. To understand user’s
intention deeply, we adopted the weak supervision-based neural
ranking model, which works well without additionally-constructed
training data. In the experiment, we demonstrated that (1) our
method can construct the dialogue flowcharts of good quality from
website and (2) the constructed chatbot replies with the appropriate
information considering the user’s intentions. We are planning to
evaluate and sophisticate multi-turn dialogue as future work.
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